1.. Introduction {#cmaab0c6s1}
================

Viruses have evolved to optimize the feat of genome packaging inside a nano-shell called the capsid, built from several copies of either one or a few different types of proteins. Quite remarkably, under many circumstances the capsid proteins of single-stranded RNA viruses can assemble spontaneously \[[@cmaab0c6bib001]--[@cmaab0c6bib009]\] around the cognate and non-cognate RNAs and other negatively charged cargos \[[@cmaab0c6bib007], [@cmaab0c6bib010]--[@cmaab0c6bib013]\]. It is widely accepted that the electrostatic interaction is the main driving force for the assembly \[[@cmaab0c6bib002]--[@cmaab0c6bib006], [@cmaab0c6bib014]--[@cmaab0c6bib016]\] and it is this feature that has made viruses ideal for various bio-nanotechnological applications including gene therapy and drug delivery.

Despite their great interest in biological and industrial applications, the physical factors contributing to the efficient assembly and stability of virus particles are not well understood \[[@cmaab0c6bib017], [@cmaab0c6bib018]\]. The difficulty emerges from the considerable number of variables in the system including the genome charge density, the persistence length, the surface geometry and the charge density of surface charges. The adsorption of genome to the inner wall of capsid, the interplay between long-range electrostatic and short-range excluded volume interactions and the issue of chain connectivity make the understanding of the problem quite challenging. The presence of salt makes the adsorption process even more complicated. The salt ions can screen the electrostatic interaction between the charges and modify the persistence length of the genome leading to a change in the profile of the genome in the capsid.

Because of the difficulties noted above, in all previous studies on the encapsidation of viral genome by capsid proteins, the ground state dominance approximation, in which only the lowest energy eigenstate of a negatively charged genome inside a positively charged viral shell is considered, has been exclusively used \[[@cmaab0c6bib019]--[@cmaab0c6bib027]\]. In this paper, we investigate the validity of the ground state dominance approximation (GSDA) in different regimes as a function of salt concentration, genome charge density and surface charge density. Note that viral RNA is relatively long compared to the capsid inner radius. For example for many plant viruses, RNA is about 3000 nucleotides while the inner capsid radius is around 10 nm \[[@cmaab0c6bib028]\]. While it is well-known that GSDA works well for long chains \[[@cmaab0c6bib029]\], in many recent virus assembly experiments short pieces of RNA have been systematically employed, to study the impact of genome length on the virus stability and formation \[[@cmaab0c6bib030]\]. Thus the time is ripe to explore the conditions under which GSDA does not apply and self consistent field theory has to be solved to obtain the correct solution. Comparing the solutions of the self-consistent field theory (SCFT) and GSDA shows that GSDA is less accurate when the interaction of genome with the capsid wall is weak even if the genome is long.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the model and all the relevant equations. In section [3](#cmaab0c6s3){ref-type="sec"}, we present our results, and we discuss the impact on the genome profile of the capsid charge density, salt concentration and polymer length and charge density in section [4](#cmaab0c6s4){ref-type="sec"}. Finally, also in section [4](#cmaab0c6s4){ref-type="sec"}, we present our conclusion and summarize our findings.

2.. Theory {#cmaab0c6s2}
==========

In order to calculate the free energy of a virus particle in a salt solution, we model the capsid as a positively charged shell, in which a negatively charged flexible linear polymer (genomic RNA) is confined. Defining by *N* the number of monomers, *N*~+~ the number of salt cations and *N*~−~ the number of salt anions, the partition function of the system can be written as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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2.1.. Self consistent field theory {#cmaab0c6s2-1}
----------------------------------

To obtain the genome profile inside the virus capsid, we use self-consistent field theory (SCFT \[[@cmaab0c6bib031]\]) and the grand canonical ensemble for the salt ions with their fugacity *λ* corresponding to the concentration of salt ions in the bulk. Performing two Hubbard--Stratonovich transformations and introducing the excluded volume field $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\end{document}$ and the electrostatic interaction field *ϕ*(*r*) (see the online supplementary material ([stacks.iop.org/JPhysCM/30/144002/mmedia](http://stacks.iop.org/JPhysCM/30/144002/mmedia))), equation ([1](#cmaab0c6eqn001){ref-type="disp-formula"}) simplifies to $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The self-consistent field theory equations are obtained by performing the saddle-point approximation on the two integration fields *w* and *ϕ*, see the supplementary material. The equations are $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\end{document}$$ is the monomer concentration at point *r*. Equation ([6](#cmaab0c6eqn007){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is the Poisson--Boltzmann equation for the charged monomers--salt ions system \[[@cmaab0c6bib032]\].

In equation ([7](#cmaab0c6eqn008){ref-type="disp-formula"}), we have introduced the propagator $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Note that the SCFT equation ([8](#cmaab0c6eqn009){ref-type="disp-formula"}) can also be written as an imaginary time Schrödinger equation in the form $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Once we obtain the propagator *q* then we can calculate the chain persistence length or stiffness as explained in the next section.

2.2.. Persistence length {#cmaab0c6s2-2}
------------------------

Polymers may have some bending rigidity or stiffness, due either to their intrinsic mechanical structure or to the Coulombic interaction between charged monomers, which has a tendency to rigidify the chain. This stiffness results in a strong correlation between the orientation of successive monomers. Eventually, at large separations, the directions of monomers become uncorrelated. The persistence length of a polymer is the correlation length of the tangents to the chain \[[@cmaab0c6bib034], [@cmaab0c6bib035]\]. It is the typical distance over which the orientation of monomers becomes uncorrelated. The chain can be viewed as a set of independent fragments of length equal to their persistence length.

In order to compute the persistence length, we calculate the correlation function of tangents to the chain $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We show in the supplementary material that within the SCFT, this correlation function can be expressed as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\end{document}$. In this equation, for brevity we have used the standard quantum mechanical representation for the matrix elements of the evolution operator, see for example equations (S5), (S9) and (S28) in the supplementary material.
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2.3.. Ground state dominance approximation {#cmaab0c6s2-3}
------------------------------------------

The set of non-linear partial differential equations given in equations ([6](#cmaab0c6eqn007){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([8](#cmaab0c6eqn009){ref-type="disp-formula"}) are very tedious to solve. In the case of a confined chain, or more generally for a system with a gap in the energy spectrum of the Hamiltonian *H*, it is convenient to use the so-called ground state dominance approximation as noted in the introduction. This approximation consists of expanding the propagator *q* (equation ([8](#cmaab0c6eqn009){ref-type="disp-formula"})) in terms of the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian *H*. We thus write $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Using the boundary condition equation ([10](#cmaab0c6eqn011){ref-type="disp-formula"}), we find $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We assume that the eigenvalues are ordered as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The Poisson--Boltzmann (equation ([6](#cmaab0c6eqn007){ref-type="disp-formula"})) and diffusion (equation ([8](#cmaab0c6eqn009){ref-type="disp-formula"})) equations then become $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Similarly, we can compute the correlation function equation ([15](#cmaab0c6eqn016){ref-type="disp-formula"}) within the GSDA. Using equation ([24](#cmaab0c6eqn025){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and the fact that $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The persistence length can be computed using the GSDA as it follows: having solved the GSD equation ([26](#cmaab0c6eqn027){ref-type="disp-formula"}), we know *E*~0~, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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3.. Results {#cmaab0c6s3}
===========

Due to the complexity of the problem, we numerically solve the non-linear coupled equations given in equations ([6](#cmaab0c6eqn007){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([8](#cmaab0c6eqn009){ref-type="disp-formula"}). We consider two different cases for the interaction of genome with the capsid. First we study the adsorption of the chain to the capsid inner wall in the absence of the electrostatic interactions, as explained in section [3.1](#cmaab0c6s3-1){ref-type="sec"} below. This way we decrease the number of parameters in the system, which helps us to gain some insights before solving the full problem. Then in section [3.2](#cmaab0c6s3-2){ref-type="sec"}, we assume that both the capsid and chain are charged in salt solution.

3.1.. Confined RNA with adsorption on capsid {#cmaab0c6s3-1}
--------------------------------------------

We consider the confined RNA adsorbed on the capsid wall with no electrostatic interaction present. Thus, the external field (*V*~ext~) in equation ([8](#cmaab0c6eqn009){ref-type="disp-formula"}) contains only the excluded volume interaction between monomers(*u*~0~), with an extra attraction from the capsid $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We employ both SCFT and GSDA to solve the problem of a chain confined in an adsorbing spherical shell. To obtain the exact solutions for SCFT, we solve equations ([6](#cmaab0c6eqn007){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([8](#cmaab0c6eqn009){ref-type="disp-formula"}) recursively until conditions in equations ([10](#cmaab0c6eqn011){ref-type="disp-formula"}), ([11](#cmaab0c6eqn012){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([32](#cmaab0c6eqn033){ref-type="disp-formula"}) are satisfied. We employ the Crank--Nicolson scheme and Broyden method \[[@cmaab0c6bib037], [@cmaab0c6bib038]\] to solve the relevant equations. For the approximative solutions of GSD, we operate on the coupled nonlinear equations (equation ([26](#cmaab0c6eqn027){ref-type="disp-formula"})) with finite element method and deal with the convergence issue using the Newton method.

The results of our calculations are presented in figure [1](#cmaab0c6f01){ref-type="fig"}, which shows the confined RNA density profile as a function of *r*, the distance from the shell center, for various extrapolation length ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\end{document}$). The goal is to compare our findings obtained through the GSDA and SCFT methods for both short and long RNA. The dashed lines in figure [1](#cmaab0c6f01){ref-type="fig"} are obtained using GSDA while solid lines are calculated based on the SCFT method. As illustrated in the figure, GSD only makes a good approximation for long chains and/or short extrapolation lengths (strong adsorption regime or large *κ*). With short RNA or long extrapolation length (weak adsorption regime), GSDA profile deviates considerably from self-consistent profile. As illustrated in figure [1](#cmaab0c6f01){ref-type="fig"}, for *N*  =  5000 regardless of the strength of interaction $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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3.2.. Confined RNA with electrostatic interaction {#cmaab0c6s3-2}
-------------------------------------------------

Since RNA acts like a negatively charged polyelectrolyte in solution, we need to take into consideration the electrostatic interactions term $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\end{document}$ given in equation ([8](#cmaab0c6eqn009){ref-type="disp-formula"}). We assume that positive charges on the capsid are uniformly distributed. The coulombic interaction does usually overwhelm other forces responsible for the adsorption of chain to the wall, so instead of applying the Robin boundary condition (equation ([32](#cmaab0c6eqn033){ref-type="disp-formula"})) as in section [3.1](#cmaab0c6s3-1){ref-type="sec"}, we use the Dirichlet boundary condition ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\end{document}$) for monomer density by assuming the *V*~ext~ is infinity beyond the capsid wall. The physical basis for this assumption is that the RNA monomer has stiffness, and the excluded volume interaction between the capsid wall and the RNA is such that the density of RNA could never sit at the wall.

We then solve equations ([6](#cmaab0c6eqn007){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([8](#cmaab0c6eqn009){ref-type="disp-formula"}) to obtain the RNA density through both GSDA and SCFT methods. The genome concentration profiles are shown in figure [2](#cmaab0c6f02){ref-type="fig"} for various RNA length (total monomer number), capsid charge density, chain charge density and salt concentrations. As expected, there is alway a perfect match between GSDA and SCFT for longer RNA (large N), while for short RNA (small N), the energy gap becomes considerable and important, with ground state less dominant in the whole expansion series (equation ([17](#cmaab0c6eqn018){ref-type="disp-formula"})) and the GSDA becomes less valid.

![Confined RNA concentration profiles with various RNA lengths *N*  =  50 (darker), *N*  =  100 (lighter) under SCFT calculation (solid lines) and GSDA (dashed lines) with (a) linear chain charge density $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We also find that the stronger the electrostatic interaction due to the higher capsid surface charge density or genome linear charge density, the better the GSDA and SCFT results agree with each other. Figure [2(a)](#cmaab0c6f02){ref-type="fig"} shows that regardless of length of genome, at high surface charge density, GSDA and SCFT give the same results. Note, as we decrease the surface charge density, their difference becomes noticeable, as illustrated in figure [2(b)](#cmaab0c6f02){ref-type="fig"}. However, with lower salt concentration for the same surface charge density as in figure [2(b)](#cmaab0c6f02){ref-type="fig"}, the difference between the two methods once again becomes negligible, figure [2(c)](#cmaab0c6f02){ref-type="fig"}. Quite interestingly as we decrease the chain linear charge density even at low salt, we find again that the agreement between the two models becomes detectable, figure [2(d)](#cmaab0c6f02){ref-type="fig"}.

All results presented above show that GSDA is less valid when genome localizes close to the center. To this end, we investigate this transition point where the wall attraction becomes so weak that depletion shows up, corresponding to the disappearance of the genome peaks in graphs of figures [2(a)](#cmaab0c6f02){ref-type="fig"}, [(b)](#cmaab0c6f02){ref-type="fig"} and also figures [4(a)](#cmaab0c6f04){ref-type="fig"}, [(b)](#cmaab0c6f04){ref-type="fig"}. We calculate the excess genome at the wall by integrating the genome peak area, which is proportional to adsorbed monomers. Then we investigate the impact of the salt concentration and surface charge density on the adsorption-depletion transition. The resulting phase diagram is illustrated in figure [3](#cmaab0c6f03){ref-type="fig"}. The white shade in the figure corresponds to the maximum adsorption. As the color gets darker, less genome is adsorbed to the wall. In the darkest region there is no adsorption. The line separating the darkest region indicates the onset of the depletion transition.

![Genome excess phase diagram with respect to salt concentration and capsid surface charge density. The white shade corresponds to the region with the maximum genome density and black to the depletion regime next to the wall. Other parameters used are *N*  =  500, *a*  =  1 nm, *u*~0~  =  0.05 nm^3^, *R*  =  12 nm.](cmaab0c6f03_pr){#cmaab0c6f03}

![Genome density profile for *N*  =  1000 and (a) various surface charge densities (0--0.4*e* nm^−2^) with salt concentration $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [4](#cmaab0c6f04){ref-type="fig"} describes the genome profile details for two different cases. For a fixed salt concentration but varying surface charge density ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\end{document}$) we observe that the peak next to the wall slowly disappears as the capsid charge density decreases and most of the genome becomes localized at the center, figure [4(a)](#cmaab0c6f04){ref-type="fig"}. Similar behavior is displayed in figure [4(b)](#cmaab0c6f04){ref-type="fig"} for a fixed surface charge density but various salt concentrations. Figures [4(a)](#cmaab0c6f04){ref-type="fig"} and [(b)](#cmaab0c6f04){ref-type="fig"} together tell us that the higher salt concentration, or the lower surface density charge, causes genome to stay away from the capsid wall and to localize toward the center, constructing the region where GSDA is not valid any more.

4.. Discussion and summary {#cmaab0c6s4}
==========================

The results of previous sections show that the GSDA validity depends on the genome localization: when the genome is absorbed on the wall, GSDA works perfectly, however when the adsorption becomes weaker and the genome starts moving to the center, GSDA stops being reliable. Figure [2](#cmaab0c6f02){ref-type="fig"} illustrates this statement, where perfect match between GSDA and SCFT is obtained in lower salt concentration and higher surface charge (localized genome); significant deviation appears at higher salt concentration and lower surface charge in which case the genome is delocalized. The same effect is observed for the linear charge density of short genomes.

For longer genomes with 500 monomers or more, the difference is almost undetectable. Quite interestingly, the effect of the electrostatic interaction range and strength, salt concentration and surface charge density in section [3.2](#cmaab0c6s3-2){ref-type="sec"} is similar to that of the extrapolation length in section [3.1](#cmaab0c6s3-1){ref-type="sec"}. While low salt concentration (longer Debye length, strong attraction) and high surface charge correspond to larger *κ*, high salt concentration (short Debye length, weak attraction) and low surface charge on the contrary correspond to small *κ* in which case the GSDA does not work well as illustrated in figure [1](#cmaab0c6f01){ref-type="fig"}.

Another important difference arising from using the GSDA and SCFT approaches corresponds to the tangent--tangent correlation function or persistence length of the polymer. While the persistence length obtained through GSDA is zero, the persistence length calculated using SCFT is inversely proportional to the energy gap between the ground state and the first excited state, equation ([31](#cmaab0c6eqn032){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The vanishing persistence length in GSDA is due to the fact that the chain constraint or connectivity is absent, and all monomers are independent. In the case of SCFT, the persistence length increases with the length of genome until it saturates to a finite value. Then indeed, as *N* increases, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\end{document}$, explaining again why GSDA becomes more and more valid as the length of the genome increases.

While the persistence length corresponds to the stiffness of the polymer, there is another important length scale in the problem but it is associated with the adsorption of polymer on the inner shell of the capsid. The adsorption of polymers to flat surfaces have been thoroughly studied, but the adsorption to spherical shells is less understood \[[@cmaab0c6bib039]--[@cmaab0c6bib042]\]. In case of flat surfaces, the Edward's correlation length determines the distance from the wall over which the adsorption layer decays. It goes as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\end{document}$ the bulk polymer density.

The situation studied in this paper is more complex due to the confinement of the polymer inside a spherical capsid in the presence of electrostatics. Quite interestingly, figures [4(a)](#cmaab0c6f04){ref-type="fig"} and [(b)](#cmaab0c6f04){ref-type="fig"} show there is a point around *r*  =  10 nm where all the curves cross. According to the figure, the location of the crossing point does not depend on the salt concentration and capsid charge density. Since the capsid is a closed shell, we cannot define the bulk density in this problem. However, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\end{document}$ is related to the number of monomers in the capsid. Figures [5(a)](#cmaab0c6f05){ref-type="fig"} and [(b)](#cmaab0c6f05){ref-type="fig"} illustrate the genome profiles for the same parameters as in figures [4(a)](#cmaab0c6f04){ref-type="fig"} and [(b)](#cmaab0c6f04){ref-type="fig"} respectively but using a shorter genome length. The genome length is *N*  =  100 and *N*  =  1000 in figures [4](#cmaab0c6f04){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#cmaab0c6f05){ref-type="fig"}, respectively. As illustrated in figure [5](#cmaab0c6f05){ref-type="fig"} all the plots again meet at a particular point but the position of the crossing point is moved compared to figure [4](#cmaab0c6f04){ref-type="fig"}. It is interesting that despite different capsid charge density and salt concentration, all curves again meet at a unique single distance from the wall.

![Genome density profile for *N*  =  100 and (a) various surface charge densities (0--0.4*e* nm^−2^) with salt concentration $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We also checked the position of the crossing point as a function of the excluded volume interaction expressed through the Edward's correlation length $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\end{document}$. Our numerical results did not show any dependence of the crossing point on the strength of the excluded volume interaction. This is probably due to the fact that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}\end{document}$ in this problem is not really the bulk density and depends on the excluded volume interaction and might cancel the impact of the excluded volume interaction. Although we cannot provide a closed form formula for the Edward's correlation length, it is interesting that all points meet at one single point and this point is independent of the capsid charge density, salt concentration and the polymer excluded volume interaction but depends on the length of genome.

In summary, in this paper we investigated the validity of GSDA for studying the profile of genomes in viral shells because of the extensive usage of GSDA in the literature in describing the process of virus assembly and stability. We found that for small RNA segments employed in recent experiments or for *in vitro* assembly studies with mutated capsid proteins carrying lower charge density \[[@cmaab0c6bib015], [@cmaab0c6bib030], [@cmaab0c6bib043]\], the GSDA deviates from the accurate results obtained through SCFT methods. Otherwise, native RNA viruses are long enough compared to the radius of the capsid and as such GSDA is good enough to explain different experimental observations and there is no need to solve tedious self-consistent equations. Our results showed that the narrower the region RNA occupies and the stronger the genome--capsid interaction is, the larger the energy gap, and hence the better GSDA works.
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